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ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR
You will find yourself working within the Service Enseignement,
under the supervision of Sébastien Delanoë and the
coordination of Ivan Rouault.
Teach English in the primary schools, take an active part in the
extracurricular life and help promote the English language
TEACH ENGLISH
You are in charge of the English teaching from preschoolers to
5th graders, being in class for 10 hours a week average
In class with the teachers and the children, you are in charge
of the actual teaching content along with your referent
teacher, the evaluating of the students in close relation with
the Education Nationale, the coordinator and the referring
main teachers
TAKE PART TO THE EXTRA CURRICULAR LIFE FOR ABOUT 18 HOURS
A WEEK
Create and lead challenging, engaging, educative and fun
activities, related to the English language and to your personal
taste after school
Supervise and accompany the children while they take their
lunch at the cafeteria and do their homework at after school
care
HELP PROMOTE THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Tutor high school students who wish to enroll in a year at the
University of Kentucky, in helping them take on the TOEFL exam.
Run a workshop of conversation and expression in English for
adults, accompany willing city agents into their training in
English. Feed a blog with news of your life in France, follow up
with partners in the US.
You are expected to work approximately about 35 hours a
week (preparation time included). You will have to spend
entire days amongst children. Transportation from and to the
US, as well as all visa costs remain at your responsibility.
The city of Deauville will provide a house with utilities (including
an internet connection), and a car to be shared with 2 other
interns. Lunch meals can be taken at the school cafeteria with
children. You will be covered by the French National Health
Insurance. You will also benefit from the school official holidays.
You will be paid the official minimum wage in France
(approximately 1100 euros per month after tax)
Focusing your work on the "well-being" of the children, you
have a patient, educationalist and well organized nature. You
adjust well to living abroad and have a high sense of
responsibilities, regarding the care of children, and making sure
projects are carried through. Past experience with children
would be helpful. An English native speaker, you can also drive
a car.

